In this paper, by virtue of some new approach techniques, we prove several strong convergence theorems for iterative approximation of either fixed points or zeros of a class of non-self-mappings in general Banach spaces. Moreover, specific error estimations are also given.
, (2) and (3) hold for any x D(T ) and yN(T ), then the corresponding operator T is called quasiaccretive, strongly quasi-accretive and C-strongly quasi-accretive, respectively. It was shown in [22] that the class of strongly accretive operators is a proper subclass of 4-strongly accretive operators.
A class of mappings closely related to accretive operators is the class of pseudo-contractions. A mapping T: D(T ) C X X is called pseudocontractive (respectively, strongly pseudo-contractive, 4-strongly pseudo-contractive, b-hemicontractive) if and only if (I-T ) is accretive (respectively, strongly accretive, b-strongly accretive, 4-strongly quasi-accretive), where I denotes the identity operator on X. Such operators have been extensively studied and used by several authors (see [4, 7, 22, 27, 28, 31 
]).
Recently, several strong convergence theorems for the Mann (steepest descent approximation) and Ishikawa iterative (generalized steepest descent approximation) processes in general Banach spaces have been established for approximating either fixed points of strong pseudo-contractions acted from a nonempty convex subset K into itself or solutions of nonlinear equations with accretive operators acted from.a Banach space X into itself (see [4, 7, 11, 19, 29, 30] 
which implies that IlY,-x*ll IIx,-x*ll -'(llxoll). This contradicts the assumption I I y-x*ll > -( IIxoll (9) for all n >_ N. It follows from (8) and (9) Proof The proof of (1): If T has two zeros x*, x* EN(T), then, by definition of T, we have 0 (Tx* Tx*,j(x* x*)) >_ dp(llx* which gives that x* x 1.* In the sequel, we denote the unique zero point of T by x*. Set M sup { I I TylI: y The proof of (2): Since X is real uniformly smooth, j is uniformly continuous on the ball B(0, 2b-1( Txoll )) and hence for e ((b ((1/4) -(llTxoll))-(llTxoll)/(16M)), there exists some fixed 6 > 0 such that IIj(x)-j(y)ll -< whenever x, y E B(0, 2b-1( I I Txoll )) and Ilx-yll <_ .Wef inish the proof of (2) by the following two steps:
Step ( IIx. x*ll 2 + 2Mflndn 2/O(llx. x*ll)llx. x*ll (14) which implies that Ily x*ll < Ilx, x*ll <_ This is a contradiction and so Step (I) is true.
Step (II) IIx.-x*l[ _< O-'(llTxoll) for all n>_0.
We have shown that, for n-0, the above assertation is true. Now we assume that it is true for n k and we shall show that it is also true for n=k+l. Since The proof of (3): By (2), we see that IIx-x*ll _< -(llTx011) and Ily-x*ll _< - (llTx011) 
which implies that
Ily. x'l[ = _> Ilx. x*ll = 2M-(llTxoll) -2M2/.2 (8) Substituting (18) in (16) 
Without loss of generality, we assume that o(a,,) < 2tran for all n _> 0.
Define iteratively a real sequence {0,,}n > 0 as follows:
On+l (1 2ffan 
Moreover, if inft>o(dp(t)/t)>O, then we . This is a contradiction.
Step 2 Ilx-all -< -(llxoll) for all n > 0. for some initial value Xo D(T), dp-l(llTxoll) i well-defined and there Remark 9 The iterative scheme used in Corollary 2.1 is different from one used in Theorem 2.3. We don't know which one's rate of convergence is faster. It is very interesting to make some differences between these two kinds of iterative schemes.
